THE STUDY OF WHALES
Stop for a moment and imagine what it is like to live in the ocean...
As you can imagine the majority of your life is spent under the ocean surface. You are constantly moving about, never in
one spot for too long.
Now imagine yourself as a researcher and how hard it must be to study these creatures. They only have a short time
frame when the whale is on the surface to gather the information they are after. For instance if it is the sperm whale you
are studying they are only on the surface for 5-10 minutes when they leave the surface environment they are gone for
the next 40-60 minutes.

The following are a few different ways that whales are researched:
Radio Tagging: This can track whale movements by sending a signal to a satellite. Info that can be taken from this is how
deep they are diving and how long they are submerged for.
Skin & Blubber Samples: This is a good way to tell if the whale is healthy or if its body is contaminated with pollution, also
if they are male or female.
Photo ID: This enables you to recognise individual whales. You take photos of their tails, dorsal fins, anything that is
unique about the whale such as a scar on the side of his torso. From there an ID catalogue can be made up which you can
then refer to and can get an idea of where the whale travels to and from, who he interacts with, even his personality.
Hunting the Whale: This involves killing the whale so that scientists can study what the whale has been eating, if the
whale was a healthy whale or contaminated and so on.
In your groups work through the following tasks:
1. Which of these techniques do you think are the most harmful?
2. Which technique do you think is the most difficult?
3. How could you make this easier?
4. Can you think of any other ways you could research whales?
5. Do you know of places in the world where research is done on whales? What techniques are used in these places?
6. Which technique do you think is the most effective and why?

